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JOHN THORTON EVANS,!-_^_L—
'
I
~|was contacted at his place of
employment, AMERICAN AjRLINES Operations Center, Dulles Airport, in
regards to the hijacking offlight77 on September li; 2001 . EVANS
provided his date of birth as/""
\and his Social Security
Account Number SSAN asC_
JEVANS a;dvised as follows:
He is a Customer Service Manager a/id has been with
AMERICAN AIRLINES for twelve years. EVANS advised that on Sunday
and Monday, September 10th and 11th, he worked 12:30pm until
9:00pm. On Tuesday he worked from 5:00.am. until 1:30pm. EVANS
stated that he works the ticket counter, prepares employee
schedules, reviews employee time cards/ and relieves other managers
as needed. EVANS advised that on Mqriday he parked in the East
reserve lot and reported to the Main Terminal. He spent most of
the day at the ticket counter assisting ticket agents and handling
paper work. EVANS stated that he did not recall going over the
gate area at all that day. EVANS advised that he did not recall
seeing flight 144 when it arrived at .the airport.
EVANS stated that oh Tuesday he worked the ticket counter
at the Main Terminal. EVANS advised that he recalled closing out
flight 599 to Dallas that leaves .at 8:0,bam. After that flight, he
went to his office 1o handle paper wprk for the rest of the
morning. EVANS stated that he did not have any contact with flight
77.
/
/
_
EVANS advised that former AMERICAN AIRLINES employee,
\1 was from some country in the Middle East, exact
country unrecalled.|^ /
lialked about how he was trained to kill
and wore dark glasses and sat back and watched everyone. EVANS
stated thati
how works for BP at the airport.
EVANS stated that he has never been arrested. He is not
aware of any one in his family ever being arrested. No one has
ever asked him to put something on an airplane, nor has anyone asked
him to give anything to a passenger, other than a mother asking him
to take money to an unaccompanied minor on board a plane. He did
not put anything on flight 77/144, nor did he give anything to a
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passenger of flight 77. No one has asked him about security at the
airport, nor has anyone asked for photographs of the cockpit of any
of their airplanes. He has not given anyone a tour of the gate
facilities, nor has he seen any other employee giving a tour of the
gate facilities other than to a new employee or children. He is
not, nor is any member of his family, or circle of friends, a
member of a radical political group, a radical religious group, or
a terrorist group. He has no knowledge of who was involved in the
hijacking of Flight 77.
EVANS advised that he has a green badge that gets him on
the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of AMERICAN
AIRLINES. EVANS stated that he has challenged people if he does
not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their badge
was out of sight. He has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space.
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THOMAS STEPHEN DIGGS "DIGGS" was interviewed regarding
two suspicious individuals he saw, on June 18, 2001, on-board
American Airlines AA flight 77. After being advised of the
identity of the interviewing Agents and the purpose of the
interview, DIGGS provided the following information:
DIGGS is employed by U.S. Air as a Fleet Service Lead
Agent. DIGGS works at Dulles Airport. On June 18, 2001, DiGGS and
his wife JUANITA took AA flight 77 from Dulles to Los Angeles.
While on the flight they noticed two middle eastern men acting very
suspiciously. DIGGS' wife also thought the individuals were
unusual and she mentioned her observations to DIGGS during the
flight. In light of the fact that AA flight 77 was hijacked, DIGGS
wonders whether the men he saw on June 18, 2001 could have been
doing some type of reconnaissance regarding the flight or the
airplane.
DIGGS stated that both he and his wife thought that the
behavior of the men was unusual at the time that they witnessed it
i.e., even before the events of Sept. 11, 2001. The men sat
together and spoke to each other in some Arabic language. DIGGS
never overheard them speaking any English. Both men were "acting
strange." One of the men appeared to be looking at some type of
paper and the other walked around the aircraft. The man that
walked around the aircraft walked to the cockpit and lingered
there. He also seemed to pace up and down the aisle of the
aircraft as if he was measuring distances.
The men sat together on the right side of the aircraft
(i.e., right when viewed from the rear of the aircraft facing
forward). They sat at, or forward of, the wing.
DIGGS described the men as follows: #1 -- Middle Eastern
male, mid 30s, 5'9"-5'10", 165 Ibs, thin build, dark hair (worn
short), wearing suit or sports jacket, no tie. #2 - Middle
Eastern male, mid 30s, dark hair, business clothes (no height/
weight available because DIGGS did not see this subject leave his
seat). DIGGS did not see either men with any carry on luggage and
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he did not know whether they were met by anyone when their flight
landed at Los Angeles.
DIGGS is described as follows:
Name
Thomas Stephen Diggs
Sex
Male
Race
White
DOB
SSAN
Reside
Phone Home
Office
Wife

/9/11 Personal Privacy

Georgia Juanita Diggs
aka Juanita ^____^
Work Phone!
Work

admin: rapid start 5115
admin: file name diggs.302
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DANA TURNER, 310 Archer Court, Berryvale, Virginia,
telephone 540955-0128, was contacted at her place/of employment,
AMERICAN AIRLINES Operations Office, at Dulles Airport in regards
to the hijacking of flight 77 on September 11, 2001, TURNER
provided her date of birth asl
land her Social
Security Account Number SSAN asl
V TURNER advised as
follows:
She has been a Customer Service Manager for thirteen
years. Her job is to insure that the cabin service employees do
their job. TURNER stated that her shift is from 5am until 1:30pm
with Friday and Saturday off. TURNER advised that when she arrived
for work at 4:35am on September H. 2001, there were four airplanes
at AMERICAN AIRLINES gates. Flight 1361 was at Gate 21, flight 975
was at Gate 19, flight 771 was at Gate 24 and flight 77 was at Gate
26. TURNER stated that the jetways for all four flights were
hooked up to the plane. TURNER explained that the first thing she
does in the morning is inspect all four planes to make sure that
the fleet service personnel have done their job. TURNER estimated
that she spends about fifteen minutes per airplane.
TURNER advised that flight 77 was the last flight she
inspected and estimated that she inspected it at approximately
5:45am to 6:00am. TURNER stated that she first inspected the
cockpit of flight 77 to insure that it had been vacuumed, the
windshield washed, and that there were alcohol swabs for the oxygen
masks. TURNER then moved to the forward galley and checked to see
if it was stocked. She then checked the forward lavatories to make
sure they were clean and stocked with supplies. She also checked
the magazine compartment to make sure magazines were current and in
good order. TURNER advised that she next checked a cart that
contains coffee and other supplies and then moved on to check the
center lavatories. TURNER stated that she then checked the art
galley and lavatories for cleanliness and supplies. TURNER advised
that she also checked the movie projectors in the back to make sure
the correct movies were on board. TURNER stated that she then
moved from the back of the plane to the front of the plane, spot
checking behind the seats to make sure they were clean and that
they had the current necessary items. She also spot checked the
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seat backs and trays to see if they were in working order. TURNER
advised that if she sees a cleaning item on an airplane she gets a
fleet service employee to take care of it. If she sees a
maintenance item, she calls maintenance to have it repaired.
TURNER stated that she found no problems with flight 77 and
everything was clean, supplied and in working order. TURNER
advised that she usually checks with the gate agents before a plane
leaves to make sure there are no problems, to see if they need
anything, or if they have any unaccompanied children. TURNER
explained that on that morning, one of the employees hit a truck
with the tractor used to push airplanes away from the gate, so she
was with him filling out an incident report. TURNER did not get
back to flight 77 to check on it before it departed. TURNER stated
that she only saw fleet service personnel, gate gourmet employees,
and flight crews around the airplanes that morning and did not see
anyone who was not supposed to be there. TURNER advised that all
AMERICAN AIRLINES employees in fleet service and maintenance have
the combination to the doors from the jet way to the plane. The
combination is the same for all AMERICAN AIRLINES gates. TURNER
could not recall how often they change the combination. TURNER
stated that the cipher locks are on the doors from the gate to the
jetway and on the stairs leading from the tarmac to the jetway.
TURNER advised that the only problem she ran into that
morning was on flight 975 to Miami. TURNER stated that a ramp
clerk, TONY CABRERRA, had two people traveling on a companion pass
and CABRERRA had them put into first class. TURNER advised that
one of the men had sandals on and it is against rules to put a pass
rider in first class if they are wearing sandals. TURNER stated
that the gate agent asked her to handle the situation as the family
did not speak English. TURNER advised that she talked to CABRERRA
and he asked them if they had other shoes to change into. When
they didn't, TURNER told CABRERRA that they would have to move to
coach. TURNER stated that CABRERRA told her to go ahead and move
them and was in a hurry to leave. TURNER advised that she wondered
why CABRERRA was in such a hurry as his relatives did not speak
English and asking them to move was difficult. TURNER stated that
the flight left for Miami at 7:23am.
TURNER advised that the only problem she can remember at
the airport with unauthorized items being placed on airplanes was a
few years ago when a lot of AMERICAN AIRLINES coats were being sent
to Lima, Peru to relatives.
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TURNER stated that she has never been arrested. She
lives with her husband and is not aware of anyone in her family
ever being arrested. No one has ever asked her to put something on
an airplane, nor has anyone asked her to give anything to a
passenger. She did not put anything on flight 77/144, nor did she
give anything to a passenger of flight 77. No one has asked her
about security at the airport, nor has anyone asked for photographs
of the cockpit of any of their airplanes. She has not given anyone
a tour of the gate facilities, nor has she seen any other employee
giving a tour of the gate facilities other than to a new employee
or children. She is not, nor is any member of his family, or
circle of friends, a member of a radical political group, a radical
religious group, or a terrorist group. She has no knowledge of who
was involved in the hijacking of Flight 77.
TURNER advised that she has a green badge that gets her
on the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of AMERICAN
AIRLINES. TURNER stated that she has challenged people if she does
not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their badge
was out of sight. She has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space.
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DANNYE LYNN DRAKE-IVEY. I

\e Rapid Start

Lead 4072], was advised of the identities ot the interviewing
agents and the purpose of the interview. IVEY provided the
following information:
IVEY, a flight attendant, has been employed by American
Airlines AA since September 1984. Flight 77 originates at Dulles
International Airport and is a direct flight to LAX. Its scheduled
departure time is 8:10 a.m. from Gate D26. It returns from LAX as
Flight 144 and arrives at Dulles at approximately 8:30 p.m., Gate /
D26.

/

IVEY regularly worked Flight 77 January through May/of
this year. In June and July IVEY began her summer schedule and did
not work on Flight 77. She only worked Flight 77 one time in /
August as she was on vacation.
/9/H Personal

.
Privacy

In the beginning of September, IVEY began flying/Flight
77 again. She flew Flight 77 on Sunday, September 2 and Thursday,
September 6, 2001. On Monday, September 10, she was scheduled to
fly Flight 75. She attempted to switch with the fliglit attendants
who were scheduled on Flight 77 for Tuesday, September 1/1, 2001,
but was unable.
/
There are usually four or five flight attendants /
scheduled per flight. During the course of a month thirty to fifty
flight attendants could work a particular flight. September is
normally a slow month for the airlines as it is the post vacation
season. August is the busiest month for airline travel. Flight 77
was a daily flight and was usually full during August. It Will be
difficult for flight crews to remember a certain passenger because
of the number of passengers traveling in August.
/
IVEY did not notice anything suspicious or out of the
ordinary on her Flight 77 trips in September. IVEY worked in the
First Class passengers' area on both trips. The flights were
serviced by the usual catering and mechanic employees. IVEY does
not usually deal with the employees who service the cabin.
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A Flight Attendant Report FAR form is completed to
document an event that occurs out of the ordinary on a flight.
IVEY has not had to fill out a FAR in a very long time. FARs are
not usually completed for a person being rude or loud due to
excessive alcohol consumption. Alcohol is the biggest factor with
problem customers. The FARs are sent to AAs headquarters at
Dallas-Ft. Worth.
IVEY saw MARY FONTAINE, a fellow flight attendant, at a
memorial service for a victim of Flight 77. FONTAINE and IVEY flew
together in May 2001. FONTAINE recalled an incident on one of
their flights involving a pilot on board from Saudi Airlines SA.
The SA pilot, who was seated in First Class, asked if he could go
into the cockpit mid-flight. This was an unusual request because
anyone who works for any airline knows you are not allowed access
to the cockpit during a flight. FONTAINE reminded the SA pilot of
ito the
thfi nor.koit.
nockoit. IV
this regulation and did not allow him to go into
IVEY
provided FONTAINE'S telephone number as I
I
IVEY was shown a photo spread which contained pictures of
eight males. She did not recognize any of the males pictured..
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ROMMEL RYAN BENEDICT GARCIA SADIARIN, Asian-Pacific Male,

J was advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and
that he was being interviewed regarding any knowledge he might have
regarding the hijacking of American Airline Flight 77. Also,
/
present during the interview was Special Agent SA LYNN R.
.
WILLIAMS. SADIARIN voluntarily provided the following information:
SADIARIN came to the United States in 1987 with his /
parents. He is not a United States citizen.
/
SADIARIN is an employee of American Airlines AA. He
has worked for AA since September, 1997. He is a Fleet Service /
Clerk FSC. His shift is from U.:00 P-m- until 7:30 a.m. He
/
works rotating days off. SADIARIN last worked Sunday night, /
09/09/01, through Monday morning, 09/10/01. His regular days off
this week were Sunday and Monday. He worked for someone on Sunday
night, was off Monday night, and had someone work for him on /
Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
/9/11 Personal Privacy
SADIARIN'S normal assignment was to clean the planes
assigned to gates 024 and D15. Had he worked Monday night,
09/10/01, he would not have, generally, cleaned Flight 144 which \e in at approximately 10:00 p.m.

SADIARIN did not suspect anyone in the hijacking of AA\t 77, He had seen no suspicious activity no
approached by anyone asking him if they could use his airport
identification. He was never asked to provide a uniform nor had he

\n asked about plane or cockpit inf

JNone of his family has
ever been arrested. Neither SADIARIN nor any of his fa.mily,
friends or associates are members of any terrorist groups.
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William H. Goodwin, Aircraft Refueler, .Air.6P,: Dullgs
Airport, Virginia]
.
/ ,-•
.'
,'
f\

:

:

i.as

aavisea ot the identity of the interviewing Agent.and/of tile fact \t the interview concerned Harmduddin Wardak.
conducted at the offices of Air BP, arid Goodwin provided the
provided the following information;
/
/
;
Goodwin advised that he was interviewed by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation on September 11/2001/and h.e was askei.d
J After thinking about it, he;recal!ed that
about L
about six months a&o, he was told by another Air BP employee th?Jt
I
(brother was a former jet fighter pilot and was currently |
driving a taxi cabin Washington, D.C/ Goodwin wondered why a |
former jet fighter pilot would be driving a taxj'cab. /
|
/Goodwin also advised/that he did not see[_
.on September H, 2001 I
tworks in Terminal B, and
never refuels American Airlines aircraft at terminal D. He ;
has occasionally seen I
Hat Gates D29, D30,;and D32. which are
international gates used by British Midland. He did not seel
I
on September H, 2001 at Gate D26, and
1had nothing to do
with the refueling of American Airlines Flight 77 on September H,
2001.

a

Goodwin stated a review of Air BP records revealed that
he Goodwin refueled American Airlines Flight 77 on September 11.
2001, from 7:10 am until 7:48 am. He pumped 4,530 gallons of fuel
into the aircraft, which equates to approximately 33,000 pounds of
fuel. The aircraft had approximately 18,700 pounds of fuel on
board, and American Airlines wanted a total of 50,000 pounds.
After refueling Flight 77, he then went to gate D24 and began to
refuel American Airlines Flight 573. While he was refueling Flight
573, Flight 77 "pushed back" from the gate and began taxing. He
did not notice anything unusual about Flight 77.
Goodwin noted that Jack Jenkins usually refuels aircraft
at Terminal D, but Jenkins was off on September 11_, 2001. Goodwin
also noted that after refueling aircraft, he normally does not go
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up to cockpit or cabin. The only time he does that is when he is
refueling an international flight when he is required to give the
flight crew a copy of the invoice showing the amount of fuel he put
on the aircraft.
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DONALD A. ROBINSON. JR. ROBINSON, borrf
Jemployed as a Dispatcher,
AMbKUJftN AIRLINES AA. 4601 Highway 360, Fort Worth, Texas 76155,
was interviewed at his place of employment. After being advised of
the identity of the interviewing agent and the purpose of the
interview, ROBINSON provided the following information:
ROBINSON has worked for AA for approximately ten years as
a dispatcher, working for both AA and AMERICAN EAGLE during this
time. ROBINSON has been a pilot for approximately thirty years.
Prior to being employed by AA, ROBINSON was employed by PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES and worked for this company in approximately
1988 or 1989 when a disgruntled employee shot multiple victims and
himself prior to causing the aircraft to crash.
Based upon his experience as a pilot, ROBINSON speculated
that the individuals flying aircraft into the World Trade Center
found these targets visually and flew without navigational aids.
Although it was conceivable that they had a global positioning
system of some sort, it seemed more likely that they waited on
clear weather in order to acquire their targets visually. ROBINSON
speculated that these individuals were staged at the airports
waiting on two things, a day with good weather and flights that
were not very full, with the latter factor seemingly important to
minimize passenger resistance. These individuals seemed to be
highly trained because airline pilots would not fly their aircraft
into a building and because it was difficult to hit a building at
high speed with such a quick descent.
On September H, 2001, ROBINSON began his shift at 6:00
a.m. and was first assigned to an overflow dispatch desk. When the
shift started, Dispatcher PEGGY HOUCK HOUCK was assigned to the
"transcon" desks, desks 23 and 24, with "transcon" indicating the
transcontinental flights. ROBINSON began the shift by handling
some flights in Florida until the center manager, CRAIG MARQUIS
MARQUIS, directed him to help with the transcon flights because
there was a problem with one of the flights on desk 23. ROBINSON
heard that there was a stabbing on Flight H, that someone was
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trying to force their way into the cockpit, and that HOUCK was
unable to communicate with Flight JJ..
ROBINSON took over desk 23 at approximately 7:45 a.m.,
after HOUCK was moved to desk 4 in order to isolate Flight 11.
ROBINSON then assumed responsibility for the remainder of the
transcon flights, including Flight 77. The Aviation Situational
Display ASD, a computer program that displayed the locations of
aircraft from radar and other data, indicated that an airplane from
Boston was tracking south; however, this system was not always
accurate. When he came to desk 23, ROBINSON was attempting to get
the regular flight plans and flight releases ready for other
flights departing later in the day.
At about the time that he came to desk 23, Flight 77 was
not in contact with the air traffic control ATC system. This
lack of contact was normal and happened on a daily basis. Pilots
sometimes did not pay close enough attention to the radio and might
miss frequency changes, resulting in loss of radio contact. There
were also times when the frequency change was garbled, resulting in
the pilot's failure to remain in radio contact. Another
dispatcher, DAVE ENG, relayed ROBINSON the message that ATC had
lost contact with Flight 77.
ROBINSON sent Flight 77 an ACARS message that ATC wanted
them on a certain frequency; however, there was no acknowledgment
to this message. ACARS was a text messaging system and another
means of communication with the cockpit. By this time, AA thought
there might be a problem on Flight 77, and this flight was soon
isolated on Desk 3, with BOB MARINO possibly taking over the
dispatcher duties. By the time Flight 77 was isolated, it had
probably already crashed. ROBINSON stayed with the rest of the
transcon flights because he was familiar with what was happening
and because he was better able to track any problems with any of
the remaining transcon flights. After AA heard about the crashes
into the World Trade Center, there was heightened concern for the
remainder of the transcon flights. All of these flights received a
message to keep the cockpit shut because of the terrorist attacks
on other flights.
Flight 189 was the only known flight that sent a hijack
message back to the dispatchers via ACARS, but it was unknown why
the cockpit sent this message. ROBINSON sent a message back to the
cockpit asking whether they were "squawking al
I'the universal
hijack code. The normal procedure was to send a series of ACARS
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messages in order to verify whether a hijacking was in progress and
to obtain information about the hijacking. ROBINSON suspected that
the crew feared an impending hijacking because of the general
warning message. The!
Vnessage was sent in a different manner
than other messages because there was no need to press the send
key; in other words, merely keying the code sent the message
automatically. ROBINSON therefore suspected that the crew did not
realize that this message was sent automatically and that there was
no actual hijacking. The code was probably keyed in order to be
ready for a possible problem, or the code was squawked by mistake.
This flight departed from Boston, but the destination was unknown.
All of the ACARS messages were logged into the flight
history or flight log, available through AA's computer operations
system. These messages were tagged with a time stamp, and
ROBINSON'S sign-on to the transcon desk might likewise have been
time stamped by the computer. This computer operations system was
called DECS, or Dispatch Environmental Control System.
ROBINSON had no communication with Flight 77 and received
no ACARS transmissions from Flight 77. Dispatcher CHRIS RECK
RECK prepared and released the flight, with him being the night
dispatcher whose shift ended at 6:00 a.m. It was normal for the
dispatcher to have not received any questions or communications
from the crew, with maybe only 30% to 40% of the pilots having
questions about anticipated turbulence, their fuel load, the route,
the weather, etc. Because these sorts of questions were frequently
asked prior to take-off, it seemed most likely that RECK would have
talked with the crews of Flights H and 77, if anyone did. Earlier
this same morning, ROBINSON and HOUCK had talked about how good the
weather was across the country, and the good weather probably
minimized the amount of questions from flight crews. By the time
ROBINSON took over the transcon desk, both Flight 1J. and Flight 77
were in the air. In general, the dispatchers usually did not
communicate with the flight crews unless there were problems or
questions about the flight plan.
When he last looked, ASP showed that Flight 77 was
tracking normally and was somewhere over Kansas. This computer
program did not necessarily indicate the actual location of the
aircraft because the computer defaulted to the anticipated flight
plan if no radar data was available. Because of all the confusion,
ROBINSON consulted with the Traffic Management Unit of ATC in
Kansas City. According to ATC, Flight 77 was not on radar, and ATC
was still looking for the aircraft as well. This call was probably
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made after the crash of Flight 77, with the call described as a
hope against hope.
There were no other known problems with any other flights
besides Flights H and 77. The only messages from other flight
crews concerned curious questions about what was happening. From
the time he took over the transcon flights, ROBINSON was not able
to establish contact with Flight 77 through any means.
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BRENDA BROWN,|_
twas contacted at her place of employment AMERICA!

AIRLINES Operations Center at Dulles Airport in regards to the
/
hijacking of flight 77 on September H, 2001. BROWN provided her
date of birth as
I'aftfrher Social Security Account ;
Number SSAN as|
I BROWN'advised as follows:
;

She has been an Operations Agent for twenty'Seven years.
Her duties include all matters pertaining to the "ticket lift
.'iB/ll Personal Privacy
operation" which handles all operations regarding the ticket ,. / ;
counter, boarding and deplaning passengers, baggage seryibe arid
dispatching flights. She was off on Sunday and Monday.and worked
Tuesday, September H, 2001, from 5:30am until 2:00pm. She Worked
at the main ticket counter checking in passengers with tickets in / i
First Class and those that had Executive Platinunfi Gold and ; ;
Platinum Club memberships.
,
/
\N stated that she checked in passengers for/ f

who were in the first class cabin or had the above memberships.
i
BROWN recalled checking in Mr. YAMNICKY, an older white rfiale, a$ he
had a problem with his ticket that had been obtained from a travel
\. YAMNICKY was not upset over the problem wit
and she was able to resolvei'it for him. She also recalled checking

\n Mr. DROZ, a middle aged white male. Sh

she knows an individual by the name of DROST and this mart

\d his name the same way. BROWN advis

worked next to her and also checked in passengers for flight 77.
I
livas tied up with a husband and wife who were flying to Maui
and had problems with their tickets and an award coupon tfiey were
trying to use.
;
BROWN stated that it was a light travel day arid there was
not a long wait in line to check in. BROWN could not recall
checking in any coach passengers, nor could she remember checking
in any Arab males or anyone acting suspicious. BROWM advised that
later in the evening she and ticket a g e j j i l I we re
discussing the events of the day, and]
Iwas distraught as she
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recalled checking in two Arab males for flight 77. I
Itold
her that one of the individuals did not speak English. BROWN did
not recall seeing anyone in the coach check-in line that appeared
suspicious.
BROWN stated that if a passenger is acting strange or she
does not like the answers they gave to some of the questions asked,
she will put them on the "pull list" and /or call down to the gate
to tell the gate agent of the problem. BROWN advised that if
someone is put on the "pull list", their luggage is not put on the
plane until the passenger presents himself for boarding. BROWN
stated that she will also put a passenger on the "pull list" if

,

9/11
' ~

Statute

BROWN advised that if a passenger says the word "bomb" she calls
the airport police and her supervisor.
BROWN stated that approximately two months ago she was
working at a gate and saw a man with a utility knife on top of his
carry on bag. She challenged the man and he said that there were
five or six of them with similar knives. BROWN advised that the
knives all had approximately four inch blades and were the type
used to cut boxes. BROWN stated that he was shocked that airport
security had let these people through. BROWN advised that she
tried to make an issue out of the incident, however the security
people were not interested.
BROWN stated that she has never been arrested, She lives
alone and is not aware of anyone in her family ever being arrested.
No one has ever asked her to put something on an airplane, nor has
anyone asked her to give anything to a passenger. She did not put
anything on flight 77/144, nor did she give anything to a passenger
on flight 77. No one has asked her about security at the airport,
nor has anyone asked for photographs of the cockpit of any of their
airplanes. She has not given anyone a tour of the gate facilities,
nor has she seen any other employee giving a tour of the gate
facilities other than to a new employee or children. She is not,
nor is any member of her family, or circle of friends, a member of
a radical political group, a radical religious group, or a
terrorist group. She has no knowledge of who was involved in the
hijacking of Flight 77.
BROWN advised that she has a green badge that gets her on
the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of AMERICAN
AIRLINES. BROWN stated that she has challenged people if she does
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not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their badge
was out of sight. She has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space.
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MICHAEL WARREN MUELLER.I
Iwas contacted at his place
of employment, AMERICAN AIRLINES Operation Center, at Dulles
Airport in regards to the hijacking of flight 77 on September 11.
2001. MUELLER provided his date of birth asl
. 1 and
his Social Security Account Number SSAN asl
JMUELLER

1

I

advised as follows:

//9/11 Personal Privacy

He has been a Fleet Service Clerk for ten years. .His
duties include guiding the planes in and out, loading and unloading
baggage and mail freight, cleaning the interior of the airplane,/
and handling waste disposal from the lavatories. MUELLER stated
that he asked EDNA ESCUADRO to take his hours on.Septe/nber 10,
2001, for him. MUELLER explained that he owns a pdrnpany that
manufacturers high performance fluoro polimar lubricants. JThese
lubricants are used for Nascars, medical and dental purposes as
well as firearms. MUELLER advised that AMERICAN AIRilNES employees
can take twenty four days of leave without pay. each quarter and he
usually takes all of his twenty four days to work at his business.
ESCUADRO took his hours on Monday. MUELLER stated that he came to
work at 1:30pm on Tuesday, September 11, 2001. MUELLER advised
that co-worker MARK FURBUSH told him that he pushed out flight 77
from the gate and the pilot was so anxious to get going that he
fired up the engines a little too quickly. MUELLER explained that
pilots usually wait until the ground.crew are safely ayvay from the
plane, and give a salute of thanks before they fire lip the engines.
MUELLER advised that FURBUSH seemed to thirik that the pilot was in
a hurry.
MUELLER stated that a former AMERICAN AIRLINES employee,
_|was from Afghanistan. MUELLER advised that
fbnce asked him if he could help him buy large quantities of
ammunition. MUELLER stated that I
Hdid not tell him what the
ammunition would be used for. MUELLER referred him to the
internet. MUELLER advised thatj
Inow works for BP at the
airport.
MUELLER stated that he has never been arrested. He is
not aware of anyone in his family ever being arrested. No one has
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ever asked him to put something on an airplane, nor has anyone asked
him to give anything to a passenger. He did not put anything on
flight 77/144, nor did he give anything to a passenger on flight
77. No one has asked him about security at the airport, nor has
anyone asked for photographs of the cockpit of any of their
airplanes. He has not given anyone a tour of the gate facilities,
nor has he seen any other employee giving a tour of the gate
facilities other than to a new employee or children. He is not,
nor is any member of his family, or circle of friends, a member of
a radical political group, a radical religious group, or a
terrorist group. He has no knowledge of who was involved in the
hijacking of Flight 77.
MUELLER advised that he has a green badge that gets him
on the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of AMERICAN
AIRLINES. MUELLER stated that he has challenged people if he does
not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their badge
was out of sight. He has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space.
MUELLER advised that he believes there could be more
security with the catered food service. MUELLER explained that the
food preparation is done off premises at a non secure facility and
is brought into the airport by someone who has an airport
identification badge.
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J

Jvas contacted at her place of
employment, AMERICAN AIRLINES Operations Center, in regards to the
hijacking of flight 77 on September H, 2001, after it left Dulles ;
Airport. ESCUADRO provided her date of birth as I
~1 in
the\arid ner Social Security Account Number SSAN as
|~ESCUADRO advised as follows:

She has been employed as a Fleet Service Clerk for five
years. Her duties include guiding the planes in and out, loading
and unloading baggage and mail freight, cleaning the interior of
the airplane, and handling waste from the lavatories. ESCUADRO
stated that on Monday, September 10th, she worked from 14:30 until
19:30 for MIKE MUELLER. She also worked from 20:30 September 10th.
until 1:30am on September 11th, for IMTENAN SAEED. ESCUADRO
advised that in addition to regular days off, an employee can take
up to 24 days off every three months. ESCUADRO explained that the
employee who takes off does not get paid and the individual who
works their hours, gets paid. ESCUADRO stated that MUELLER always
takes off, and SAEED asked her to work for him as his wife recently
had a baby and he wanted to spend time with his family. SAEED also
goes to school.
ESCUADRO advised that DAVID PIOLI parked flight 144 when
it arrived, and NICOLE SUMMERS unloaded the bags from the aft cargo
hold. She and CARLOS PEDEMONTE loaded the bags on to the cart and
drove them over to the main terminal and unloaded them. ESCUADRO
stated that she saw SUMMERS close the aft cargo door, but she could
not verify that the hold was empty. When she returned she went to
the line room to wait for the next flight. ESCUADRO advised that
the mail freight people were handling the mail for flight 144.
ESCUADRO advised that after she worked flight 1938, she
saw SAEED outside the break room. ESCUADRO estimated that she saw
SAEED at approximately 10:00pm. ESCUADRO stated that she asked
SAEED what he was doing there since she was working his hours, and
he told her he had to xerox the birth certificate for his baby in
order to get family leave. ESCUADRO advised that SAEED asked her
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ESCUADRO agreed to work some additional shifts for him. ESCUADRO
stated that SAEED then asked her rf she had any travel passes.
ESCUADRO explained that each employee gets twelve travel passes (D3
passes) for friends and family. The employee has to pay the taxes
and mileage on these passes. If an employee uses all their passes
they can get passes from other employees if they are willing to
give them up. ESCUADRO advised that SAEED offered to pay cash for
any passes. ESCUADRO stated that she told him no. ESCUADRO
advised that SAEED was around for approximately half an hour. She
did not see him in the vicinity of flight 144. ESCUADRO stated
that SAEED was born in Pakistan and she thought he was in Pakistan
a year ago when he got married.
ESCUADRO stated that she has never been arrested. She
lives with her sister and her family and is not aware of them ever
being arrested. No one has ever asked her to put something on an
airplane, nor has anyone asked her to give anything to a passenger.
She did not put anything on flight 77/144, nor did she give
anything to a passenger of flight 77. No one has asked her about
security at the airport, nor has anyone asked for photographs of
the cockpit of any of their airplanes. She has not given anyone a
tour of the gate facilities, nor has she seen any other employee
giving a tour of the gate facilities other than to a new employee
or children. She is not, nor is any member of her family, or
circle of friends, a member of a radical political group, a radical
religious group, or a terrorist group. She has no knowledge of who
was involved in the hijacking of Flight 77.
ESCUADRO advised that she has a green badge that gets her
on the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of AMERICAN
AIRLINES. ESCUADRO stated that she has challenged people if she
does not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their
badge was out of sight. She has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space.
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KENNETH MICHAEL PAYNEl
3 was contacted at his place of
employment, AMERICAN AIRLINES Operations Center at Dulles Airport
in regards to the hijacking of fligjit 77 after it laft DyllHS
j
Airport. PAYNE provided his date of birth 3 3 ^
_J and his
Social Security Account Number SSAN asC
[P AYNE
advised as follows:
PAYNE has been a Fleet Service Clerk since March 10,
1988. His duties include guiding the planes in and out, loading
and unloading baggage and mail freight, cleaning the interior of
the airplane, and handling waste disposal from the lavatories. He
was off September 9th and 10th. He returned to work on September
11, 2001,at3:45pm.
PAYNE stated that he has never been arrested. He lives
alone and is not aware of anyone in his family ever being arrested.
No one has ever asked him to put something on an airplane, nor has
anyone asked him to give anything to a passenger. He did not put
anything on flight 77/144, nor did he give anything to a passenger
of flight 77. No one has asked him about security at the airport,
nor has anyone asked for photographs of the cockpit of any of their
airplanes. He has not given anyone a tour of the gate facilities,
nor has he seen any other employee giving a tour of the gate
facilities, other than to a new employee or children. He is not,
nor is any member of his family, or circle of friends, a member of
a radical political group, a radical religious group, or a
terrorist group. He has no knowledge of who was involved in the
hijacking of Flight 77.
PAYNE advised that he has a green badge that gets him on
the Dulles Airport property and to the gate area of American
Airlines. PAYNE stated that he has challenged people if he does
not see a badge. The challenges were resolved in that their badge
was out of sight. He has not encountered any unauthorized
individual in secure space. PAYNE explained that only a pilot can
walk around the airplane without a green badge, but even the pilot
must have an AMERICAN AIRLINES employee's badge.
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PAYNE advised that approximately two years ago, BRITISH
AIRWAYS shared a baggage carousel with AMERICAN AIRLINES. One time
he saw bags being sent through the screener without anyone sitting
at the monitor. PAYNE stated that he reported the event to BRITISH
AIRWAYS and it was resolved. PAYNE advised that approximately
three weeks ago he saw bags on the carousel going through the
machine but the screener was not looking at the monitor. The
screener put stickers on all of the bags without paying attention
to the results of the monitor. PAYNE stated that he did not report
this and did not give it any more thought until the events of
September H, 2001.
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JORGE C. VILLASENOR (W/M: DOB:1
/was interviewed at the offices of Gategourmet, located at
44845 Package Court, Dulles International Airport, Dulles,
Virginia. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
agent and the purpose of the interview, VILLASENOR provided the
following information:
VILLASENOR has been the Transportation Lead assigned to
American Airlines for the past two years. Since 12/28/93. he has
worked at Gategourmet. VILLASENOR supervises the work of the
driver, who loads the meals on the aircraft; the driver's helper;
the people who prepare the first-class passengers' meals and the
economy-class passengers' meals; the person who stocks the
aircraft's liquor supply; the person who handles the preparation of
the snack box; the quality assurance person; the equipment setup
person, who supplies the utensils, coffee pots, lids, etc. for the
flight; and, the two people who prepare the plane for departure by
stripping it of the meal and liquor supplies that remained from the
previous flight the "strippers".
VILLASENOR advised only five people from Gategourmet
would have had access to the plane before American Airlines Flight
77 took off on September 11, 2001: DEEPTHI SURAWEERA and MOHAMMAD
KHAN, who were the "strippers"; KASHMIR SINGH and JAMIE RAMOS, who
were the driver and the driver's helper; and, VILLASENOR.
SURAWEERA and KHAN would have stripped the plane sometime after
8:30 p.m. on September 10,2001, because the plane that was used on
9/11/01 for Flight 77 arrived at Dulles Airport on 9/10/01 around
8:30 p.m. SURAWEERA and KHAN probably worked a 10:00 p.m. to 4:00
a.m. shift on 9/10/01 - 9/11/01. VILLASENOR knows both men well,
and stated both are good, reliable people.
VILLASENOR advised his usual driver team is JAMAL ALLEN
and JOSHUA CARTER, but ALLEN had been assigned to work Delta
Airlines flights for the week, and CARTER was assigned to work
United Airlines flights on 9/11/01. Therefore, SINGH and RAMOS
were assigned to VILLASENOR's crew on 9/11/01. VILLASENOR has
worked with ALLEN and CARTER for years. None of the people working
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on VILLASENOR's crew on 9/11/01 are normally assigned to his crew,
but that is not necessarily unusual, because employees often switch
shifts with one another, or call in sick.
An employee list provided by Gategourmet management
indicated that employees THANG BA NGUYEN and JATINDER BAINS handled
the economy-class and first-class tray setups, respectively, for
Flight 77. PERVIN RAMOS was the quality assurance person who would
have checked to make sure the tray setups were correct. HOA TAN
would have handled the preparation of the snack boxes, and DUNG BUI
was the equipment setup person. JOSE RUBEN RAMIREZ would have been
responsible for stocking the flight with liquor supplies.
VILLASENOR advised none of the above six people would have entered
the plane - all of their duties would have been handled at
Gategourmet's complex. JASMINA MARTINOVIC is VILLASENOR's normal
quality assurance person, but she was off on 9/11/01.
VILLASENOR didnt really have any direct contact with
NGUYEN, BAINS, RAMIREZ, TAN, or BUI. The strippers would have been
supervised by the night supervisor, BOB WINN. The food supervisor
was KEWANDA BROUSSARD, and she would have supervised the people who
pack the food. JASON MONTGOMERY would have been responsible for
supervising the equipment packing. MARCO GALAN was the
transportation supervisor who would have designated the employees
that were assigned to Flight 77.
In addition to supervising the other Gategourmet
employees' work, VILLASENOR's duties would have consisted of
checking the tray setups to ensure that they were prepared
correctly; checking the special-request meals for the same purpose;
checking the crew members' meals; ensuring that the proper
quantities of first-class and economy-class meals were aboard the
aircraft; showing the flight attendants where the merchandise was
located aboard the aircraft; and, standing by in case additional
last-minute meals were needed.
On 9/11/01, VILLASENOR initially ordered 14 first-class
setups and 35 economy-class setups. The number of first-class
setups was later changed to 15, and the number of economy-class
setups was later changed to 42. In addition, there were four meals
provided for the flight crew and two for the people in the cockpit.
On the morning of 9/11/01, VILLASENOR was at the podium
near the gate speaking with a flight attendant named WENDY LNU,
who was collecting boarding passes from Flight 77 passengers.
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VILLASENOR recalled at a point near the scheduled departure time,
there were four people who had not yet boarded the aircraft.
Between 8:00 a.m. and 8:05 a.m., two men who appeared to be of
Indian or Arabic descent boarded the aircraft. VILLASENOR assumes
the men were first-class passengers, because he is normally given a
printout for all passengers requesting special meals, and his
printout for Flight 77 indicated that only two passengers had
requested special meals, both with names that sounded MiddleEastern. The men, SALEM ALHAZMI, assigned to seat 5F, and NAWAF
ALHAZMI, assigned to seat 5E, ordered Hindu meals, containing no
pork. After the flight departed, VILLASENOR threw the printout
away, but when he heard that the flight had crashed into the
Pentagon, he retrieved the printout from the trash can. VILLASENOR
provided the printout to the interviewing agent.
VILLASENOR described the two men as being in their early
twenties, with black hair, about 57" or 5'8" tall, with a thin
build. VILLASENOR thinks at least one, and possibly both, had
mustaches. They wore regular American clothing, but VILLASENOR
doesn't recall what color the clothing was. They opened briefcases
to pull out their travel documents for the gate agents. VILLASENOR
advised most first-class passengers are frequent fliers who just
board the plane without stopping at the podium, but VILLASENOR
recalled the two men stopped at the podium before boarding the
plane to ask if they were gii aat tr. nn vn I ASFNIOR thinks they
talked to WENDY LNU or|
|at the podium. The men were
calm and not otherwise suspicious in appearance. VILLASENOR
doesn't recall seeing anyone else boarding Flight 77 that appeared
to be of Arabic descent. VILLASENOR thiriks he may be able to
identify the two if he sees them on video. VfLLASENOR stated if
the two men he saw were part of the plot to crash the plane, then
he "looked into the eyes of the devil."
VILLASENOR advised there was one person who checked in at
the ticket counter for Flight 77 that didn't show up .at the gate.
American Airlines attempted to page the passenger, but the person
hadnt shown up at the time that VILLASENOR left the gate area,
which was shortly before the door leading to the plane was closed.
VILLASENOR advised he normally checks each meal tray
carefully, and he did not notice anything unusual on 9/11/01.
There were no knives on the meal trays, except for small,
unserrated metal butter knives in the cutlery packs. There also
would have been forks aboard the flight, and ice hammers;.which
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are not sharp. VILLASENOR cannot think of any device or tool
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supplied by Gategourmet that could have been used as a weapon.
Control # WF4844
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On this date, SAj . [was assigned a fead from the. WFO
Command Center reference the Pentagon incident th^at took plade\on
9/11/2001. The lead listed a contact person, RON WAY, telephone;
numberf"
*"~l Relative to a Flight Attendant on American- \, Plight #77, that crashed into the Pentagon

/at telephone number!
J MAY provided the following information:;
MAY stated that his daughter is:(RENEE\Y 39 Y.O.A..
She is a flight attendant with American Airjjftes. At exactly 6:13
a.m. Pacific Time, his wife NANCY MAY \tfas,called £t their
residence by RENEE MAY. RENEE was. calling the family on what
believed was her cellular phone. RENEE stated that she was on
American Airlines Flight #77 bound fop Los Angeles from Dulles
was on had been hijacked by six 6 hijackers. RENEE further
explained that the hijackers put "us" in the back of the airplane.

I

i

i
they
i
\l Airport. RENEE told her/mother that the flig
:,

\l

Khen spoke directly with NANCY\M

of RENEE MAY, about the. conversation she had with her daughter, i
NANCY MAY verified the information provided by her husband and ;
further stated that her daughter sounded as though sjie was very
i
calm during the conversation: NANCY MAY further statedthat her
i
daughter gave her contact phone numbers for American Airlines and \d her mother to call the numbers, in case t
informed about the hijackjhg. NANCY MAY also indicated that she
could hear several other/people in the background of the \
conversation attempting) to give contact nufnbers to her daughter.
MAY family immediately called the contact numbersT

\d

i

\r getting off the telephone with their daug

J provided to them by RENEE, arid sp

^
£t American Airlines, informing her about the.situation on
the flight. After providing the information to the airlines, the \Y family was unable to contact their daughter agai
cellular phone.
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RQMALD MAY provided the following personal information to
t regarding her their daughter, RENEE MAY:
RENEE MAY
Sex: Female
Age: 39 Y.O.A.
Address: not provided
Cellular Phone Number: 410 935-4315

The MAY'S stated that their daughter has worked for
American Airlines for approximately 15-16 yrs. and is based out of
the Washington-Baltimore area. The MAY's also stated that RENEE MAY
has a fiancee and an uncle living in the Baltimore area.
kf01256a.302
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RONALD AND NANCY MAY

09/12/2001
Ronald and Nancy Mav. home address?

J

L

Jwere Contacted at
their home on September 12.2QQ1 at anprpyjniatRivjLLL3-5|acQ by
Special Agent SA|
| I and
FBI Chaplain!
/. After being provided '
identities of the interviewing agents and Chaplain!
| Mr. i
and Mrs. May provided the following information:
\ i

On September 11, 2001, at approximately 6:13 am, Nancy
May received a telephone call from her daughter, Renee Mayi a
flight attendant with American Airlines. Renee May advised her
mother that she was on American Airlines Flight #77 and ifiai they
were being hijacked. She indicated there were six 6 hijackers
and that the hijackers had moved them (unknown if she m^rit all
the passengers or only the flight crew) to the back of the pl$ne.
Renee May asked her mother to call American Airlines to make sure
they knew of the hijacking and provided the following three phone
numbers for her mother to call:
!/„ ,, .

..;9/ll Law Enforcement

I

Privacy

/I

During the phone conversation, Nancy May heard a male voice in
the background who seemed to be assisting Renee with/providing
the correct telephone numbers for American Airlines/ Nancy May
did not know whether her daughter was utilizing an in-flight
telephone or her own personal cellular telephone 410/935-4315.
The connection with her daughter was then lost. /
Following this conversation, Nancy and Ron May
immediately contacted Patty Carson at American Airlines to relay
the information provided by their daughter. After confirming the
flight number and providing Renee May's employee number to Patty
Carson, Ron May was advised that American Ainfhes would check
into the information they had provided and would caj] them back.
Later, in the early afternoon. Americaci Airlines
contacted Ron and Nancy May and informed them that their
daughter's flight had been the plane that was crashed into the
Pentagon and provided them with American Airlines telephone
numbers that they could call periodically to get updated
information. At that time, the Mays were als,d asked for
09/12/2001

|_

265D.NY-28035Q-LV
52764.01
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permission to release their telephone number to the FBI so that
an Agent would speak with them. Ron May gave permission and was
subsequently called and telephonically interviewed by Special
Jof the FBI Washington Field Office, telephone
Agenl|
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numberl
\d May was advised by SAl
Ithat
FBI Agents from the Las Vegas Division would be contacting he and
his wife in person. Ronald May was also later contacted by Susie
Freeman from the American Airlines Office in Chicago and advised
that she had been assigned to assist the Mays through this
incident and would be flying out to see them as soon as national
flights resume.
It should be noted that Jeff May and Ken May, Ronald
and Nancy's sons brothers of Renee May were also present during
the interview.
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AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

The following investigation was conducted by Special Agents
SA'sl
latthe U.S. Dejpiartment
of Justice, Office of the Solicitor General, 950 Pennsylvania
Avenue, N.W., Washington, District of Columbia &CJ 20530-0001
on 09/14/2001.
// /

Theodore Bevry Olson, Solicitor General of;.the; United
States, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, District of
Columbia D.C. 20530-0001, Telephone number: 202/514-2201.
white male, Social Security Account Number SSAN:I
I
was interviewed regarding the crash of American/Airlines Flight \r 77. The crash claimed the life of his wife, Barbara Kay

He provided the following

Linformation regarding his wife:
Name:
Maiden
Name:
Date of
Birth:
Age:
SSAN:
Race:
Sex:
Place of
Birth:

Barbara Kay Olson
Bracher
12/27/1955
45
451-88-2077 ,
White
/
Female

9/11 Personal Privacy
.

Houston, Texas

Olson confirmed .that hje had previously been interviewed
related the telephone call he received from his wife during the
flight. The interviawTnn agents did npt interview Olson related
to that matter. SA|
Obtained information related to the
identification process. SAI
"brovided information on the
Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI Victim/Witness Assistance
Program.
Olson stated that Barbara's car had been recovered from the
Dulles International Airport parking lot.
At the" conclusion of the interview, Olson provided
information on a potential lead. This matter was handled by SA
»

I
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Teresa Gonzalez, operator for AT&T Services AT&T,
telephonically contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI
to report an emergency phone call received by AT&T. After being
advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of
the interview, she provided the following information:
Mercy Lorenzo, also an operator with AT&T, received a
call from a female passenger on flight 77 requesting to be
transferred to telephone numberl
I The female
passenger advised the plane was being hi-jacked. Hi-jackers were
ordering passengers to move to the back of the plane and were armed
with guns and knives. Lorenzo indicated the pilot might not yet be
aware of the take over of the plane.
Additionally, the number provided was the number of the
passenger's husband. He is a Sergeant and resides in Washington,
D.C.
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